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July 11 .. 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: PHIL B UCHEN 

FROM: KEN LAZABUS 

SUBJECT: Gun Control Legislation 

During th.e coarse of the past week. we have met with the 
National Rille Association. the five major manufacturers of 
handguna. Senator Hrt1ska and other .representatives of the 
conservative viewpoiot with respect to the President's draft 
legislation to carry forward the gUD. control proposals contained 
in tbe Crime Meaaage. 

The current draft of this legialatioo. meeta. I }'\elieve. virtually 
all of the pa..rtiealariaed concerns of these groups and individuals. 
However. a• we recognize tbat these group• and ia.dividuals will 
not support any legislationdo the subject of gun. control. the effort 
haa been to diminish the level of their oppoaition. 1 do not believe 
that further cb.anges ea.n be made to the bill without cutting lt to 

its qulc:k- -- the manufacturers recognize this and support us. 

In my meeting with Senator Hruska tbia morning. I reque•ted 
that he intl'oduee the legislation. perhapa in tandem with billa 
covering the full spectrum of proposals in the area. I pointed 
out to him that with his support, however tentative. the President 
would not bejftfe brut1t of groaaly overblown rb.etoric on the part 
of the NRA and other pro-gun orgaDizationa. Nonetheless, it 
was clear that Se.a.ator Hruska b currently opposed to su.pporting 
us in any manner. 

There might be some utility in baving the President phone 
Senator Hruak.a .... not with any substantial hope for his support, 
but to attempt to explai.r.l the political dilemma fac:ing the 
President and to extract some degree of concern and understanding 
from the Senator. 

KAL:dlm 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 15, 1975 

Phil Buchen -

The attached was 
returned in the President's Outbox. 
It is returned to you without any 
comment. 

Jim Connor 



THE PRESIDENT HAS SEEN .••• 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 11 , 1 9 7 5 

MEMORANDUM FOR: PHIL BUCHEN 

FROM: KEN LAZARUS 

SUBJECT: Gun Control Legislation 

During the course of the past week, we have met with the 
National Rifle Association, the five major manufacturers of 
handguns, Senator Hruska and other representatives of the 
conservative viewpoint with respect to the President's draft 
legislation to carry forward the gun control proposals contained 
in the Crime Message. 

The current draft of this legislation meets, I believe, virtually 
all of the particularized concerns of these groups and individuals. 
However, as we recognize that these groups and individuals will 
not support any legislation on the subject of gun control, the effort 
has been to diminish the level of their opposition. I do not believe 
that further changes can be made to the bill without cutting it to 
its quick -- the manufacturers recognize this and support us. 

In my meeting with Senator Hruska this morning, I requested 
that he introduce the legislation, perhaps in tandem with bills 
covering the full spectrum of proposals in the area. I pointed 
out to him th~\. with his support, however tentative, the President 
would not be/the brunt of grossly overblown rhetoric on the part 
of the NRA and other pro-gun organizations. Nonetheless, it 
was clear that Senator Hruska is currently opposed to supporting 
us in any manner. 

There might be some utility in having the President phone 
Senator Hruska -- not with any substantial hope for his support, 
but to attempt to explain the political dilemma facing the 
President and to extract some degree of concern and understanding 
from the Senator. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

WASHINGTON 

July 2 2 , 19 7 5 

PHILIP BUCHEN 

MAX FRIEDERSDORF A.IJ· 
Letter re "Saturday Night Special 
Bill. II 

I am in receipt of the attached letter from the Editor of the two 
publications noted on the attached letter. I would appreciate 
your assistance, either through a reply directed from your 
office, or language which I may use in response •. 

Many thanks. 
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The Magazine for Shooters 

July l1, 1975 

Mr. Max L. Friedersdorf 
Assistant to the President 
for Legislative Affairs 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
W~shington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. Friedersdorf: 

RE: Political Effects of the 
Saturday Night Special Bill 

The President is about to make a serious mistake, one that is certain to 
have detrimental effects upon his reelection campaign, as well as effects 
upon the 1976 congressional campaigns. I hope that it is not too late to 
prevent it. 

If newspaper and other reports of the current draft handgun bill are 
correct, that bill will have only one effect: to lose massive numbers of 
votes for the President and Republican congressional candidates in the 
1976 elections. The "compromise" draft bill will gain him no votes. 

In late June of 1966, firearms legislation ceased to be "crime legislation," 
it became solely a political issue. At that time, President Lyndon Johnson 
introduced a firearms licensing and registration bill, knowing full well 
that there was no possibility of passage. His motive was obvious: the 
Republicans, reflecting public sentiment, intended to run on the "law and 
order" issue in the fall campaign. Johnson's strategy was to distract 
public attention from the Administration's lack of tough crime measures, 
and to provide a defense against Republican charges that the Democrats 
"weren't doing anything about crime." By proposing an unpassable bill, 
he gave Democratic candidates an obfuscating defense: "We tried to do 
something about crime, but you Republicans voted against our gun bill." 
In large measure, the strategy worked, and the Democrat~s retained 
control of the Congress. 

President Ford is being sandbagged on the gun issue by the Democratic 
and press opposition, and his advisers aren't wise enough to see it. In 
proposing a compromise "Saturday Night Special" law, he is falling far 
short of any measure which will gain.votes among the anti-gun press and 
public; at the same time, the draft measure is adequately severe to cause 
him to be given an "anti-gun" label among the firearms fraternity. The 
results will be a wholesale 1 ass of votes to "conservative" GOP candida~. 
in the primaries, and to George Wallace in the general. /::;'~·· r••·(t~,:'\ 

·,.<~ ' 
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Mr. Max L. Friedersdorf 
July 11, 1975 
Page Two 

Despite the lack of astuteness on the part of many of his advisers, 
President Nixon finally realized that he was very close to being sand
bagged on this same "Saturday Night Special" opposition ploy, and, 
although Administration spokesmen had repeatedly promised Congress a 
"Saturday Night Special 11 bill, he never forwarded the bill, for its 
only effect would be to cost him support. 

The "Saturday Night Special" is a manufactured term, and a manufactured 
issue. It originated with the Dodd mail order gun hearings more than a 
dozen years ago, and was kept alive by the press and a wilf.Y opposition 
as a trap for political candidates trying to walk both sides of the gun 
control fence. As a former police reporter, I am well aware of how 
frequently cheap handguns show up in crime reports. And as an alleged 
firearms expert, I know them to be unsafe, unreliable, and unsuitable 
for any sporting purpose; similarly, I consider them unsuitable for the 
legitimate purpose of self-defense, and I would not want to have to 
defend myself with one, but if such a necessity arose, I would prefer 
the cheapest Saturday Night Special to a butcher knife or a boiling pan 
of water, the defense weapons often kept by the extremely poor, who are 
the most frequent victims of crime. 

But the Administration•s draft bill, as it has been reported to me, 
doesn•t limit itself to cheap handguns -- instead it would rely upon 
an arbitrary 11 point system11 based upon physical dimensions and artificial 
features, such as 11 target 11 sights and grips, which can be made very 
cheaply, and upon long barrels, which are easily sawed off by the 
criminally-inclined. By prohibiting not only manufacture, but all sales, 
the Administration bill would make the short-barreled handguns that I 
own virtual contraband, which would have to be buried with me when I die. 
By placing an exorbitant tax upon dealers, the Administration bill would 
force many small gun shops out of business, in the name of eliminating 
the fly-by-night operators -- when those shady operators could be shut 
down under existing law if U. S. attorneys would prosecute firearms cases, 
instead of rejecting them on the grounds that federal courts shouldn•t be 
police courts. Believe me, Mr. Friedersdorf, the gun fraternity-- which 
is as hard-headed a bunch of one-issue voters as you ever saw -- is going 
to fight the Administration bill tooth and toenail. By the standards of 
the prohibition/confiscation measures which have been proposed in Congress, 
it is a moderate bill; it will not be viewed as moderate by the one-fourth 
of American households which possess handguns. 

-More-



Mr. Max L. Friedersdorf 
July 11, 1975 
Page Three 

As for the merits of the bill, can you cite a single study which, on the 
basis of empirical evidence, shows that a Saturday Night Special bill 
will reduce crime? Such laws have been on the books in several localities 
for several years; all that is necessary would be for an appropriate agency 
or research group to make a study. But the Justice Department has no such 
study, it doesn•t even have a study on whether or not any type of gun law 
has successfully reduced or controlled crime. Further, no such valid study 
exists; studies which have claimed to show a relationship of gun laws to 
crime have been proved invalid on the basis of rising crime rates, and gun 
crime rates, equal to areas without such laws. On the other hand, there 
have been several studies which show that gun laws do not reduce crime, 
but these are never mentioned in the press. 

The Administration Saturday Night Special bill is without merit, for it 
cannot reduce crime when far more restrictive measures, as in New York 
City, have failed to reduce crime. The bill will not appease the opposi
tion; it will alienate the gun fraternity. From the purely practical 
political standpoint, the Administration would be well advised to introduce 
a firearms registration and licensing bill ,for such a law-- while it would 
not affect the crime rates -- might gain a few votes. And it would lose 
few more votes than the compromise bill. A wiser choice would be to 
introduce only the mandatory imprisonment bill, which would reduce crime, 
and would gain votes. 

Although these lengthy comments have been sharp, I do not speak as a 
"member of the lunatic fringe of right-wing gun lovers." Instead, I speak 
on the basis of long experience as a political reporter for daily news
papers, editor of a weekly firearms newspaper, and a close observer of the 
politics of gun control on both the state and federal levels. I have 
written these comments because I fear George Wallace, and I know that the 
proposed Administration action will greatly strengthen his hand, and 
perhaps put Ted Kennedy in the Oval Office. Further, I admire and respect 
Gerald Ford, and I hate to see him make such a dreadful mistake. 

Sincerely, 

R!FLE/HANDLOAD ~ 

Nea ~o~~~ 
Editor and Publisher/ 

NK:jk 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
::-·. 

WASHINGTON 

July 25, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: PHIL BUCHEN 

FROM: KEN LAZARUS 

SUBJECT: Gun Control Legislation 

As you ·may know, the Attorney General had breakfast with 
Senator Hruska this morning in order to discuss the referenced 
subject. 

Senator Hruska requested five changes to the bill which, with 
minor adjustments, are acceptable. However, he did not 
expressly indicate that he would sponsor or co-sponsor the 
bill if these five changes are incorporated into the measure. 
It is the Attorney General 1 s intention to incorporate these 
changes, with necessary adjustments, into the bill and to 
present the redraft to Senator Hruska later today in order to 
determine whether or not Senator Hruska would support the 
bill as a·mended. 

I will report to you again on this later today. 
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WASHINGTON 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: James M. Cannon 
Assistant to the President 
for Domestic Affairs 

I spoke to Senator Hruska this morning about the 

gun control bill. On the basis of our discussion, he 

appears to have five reservations along the following lines: 

' / 

1. Interstate Shipment of Firearms 

Subsection (o) of the bill adds a new subsection 

(k) -- page 11 -- which prohibits the shipment 

of firearms to or through a State or locality that 

prohibits shipment or transportation of firearms. 

The Senator objected to that portion of the 

provision prohibiting shipment "through" a State 

or locality since this constitutes a burden on the 

interstate transportation of firearms requiring 

shippers to route through States that do not have 

such a prohibition. 

2. Multiple Sales 

Senator Hruska objected to the last sentence of 

proposed section (1) (2) page 11 - which prohi-

bits owners from purchasing or receiving two or 
,, • ..,•-<'aoo;:' ··- ~--- .. 

more handguns in a period of 30 days from -~~hefi.-?b:', 
f. ;• <' \ 

..... _ 
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owners. He does not object to those portions 

of section (1) that (1) prohibit dealers from 

transferring two or more handguns to the same 

person, or (2) prohibit any person from purchasing 

two or more handguns from one or more dealers. 

His only reservation appears to be directed at the 

trade between owners, preferring that it be unfet-

tered by such restraints. 

3. Prohibition of Sale to Certain Groups -

Proposed section (j) prohibits a person from 

selling a handgun to one who is prohibited from 

possessing it under subsection (h) -- felons, 

fugitives, juveniles, etc. -- or subsection (i) 

employees of employers who are prohibited from 

possessing handguns. The Senator, as best I can 

ascertain, objects to placing such criminal lia-

bility on owners. 

4. Prohibition of Sale of "Saturday Night Specials" --

Proposed section (d) (2) prohibits any ·person from 

selling a handgun knowing that the handgun has been 

classified as a Saturday Night Special. The Senator's 

objection here again is that owners should not be 

subject to such criminal liability, and that such 

sales (not by dealers) should be allowed in any event 
" . . . ~ 

as an incident of ownership. 
''\. 
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5. Definition of "Saturday Night Specials" --

Senator Hruska believes that the definition of 

"Saturday Night Specials" sweeps too broadly, and 

that in any event he would prefer legislation which 

allows the Secretary of the Treasury to promulgate 

criteria determining which handguns should be pro-

hibited and which should not. 

I suppose that of these objections, 3, 4, and 5 may 

raise the more serious policy questions. 

The Senator thought a bill should go in before the 

Congress adjourns. 

I have asked my staff to attempt redrafting to see what 

this different bill would look like and to see whether it would 

then meet the concerns of the Senator. Whether such a bill 

would still carry forward the President's initiative would have 

to be decided. The Senator also suggested that I -- not the 

President -- transmit the proposed legislation. 

All of this is by way of information and is not a 

recommendation. Senator Hruska made no commitment in any 

direction. 

__.,-z;l\_., 
Edward H . Levi 
Attorney General 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Dear Mr. Knox: 

Enclosed for your review is a ·copy of S. 2186, the Administration's 
bill to ban the manufacture, sale or transfer of so-called 
"Saturday Night Specials" and a supporting section-by- section 
analysis. As you will note, the proposal would also refurbish 
certain administrative controls imposed by current law, restrict 
multiple sales of handguns, update Federal licensing fees and 
impose mandatory minimum sentences for crimes involving the 
use of a firearm. 

The definition of "Saturday Night Special'' which is set forth in the 
bill generally parallels the language contained in current law which 
bans the importation of such handguns, incorporating the elements 
of safety, concealability and quality of parts and workmanship. 

Section 6(j) of S. 2186 would proscribe individual sales and transfers 
of "Saturday Night Specials". However, a careful reading of 
Section 7(e)(3) of the bill will reveal that existing handguns are not 
reached unless they have been tested and specifically disapproved 
by the Secretary of the Treasury. Moreover, by requiring a 
"knowing" level of culpability with respect to non-commercial sales 
or transfers, inadvertent private transactions will not be made 
criminal. 

The fee schedule contained inS. 2186 does not constitute a system 
of taxation. Rather, it is designed only to recapture administrative 
costs in an equitable fashion. Thus, the license fee imposed upon 
dealers handling a full line of long arms is $100 per year; 
ammunition dealers would pay only $25 per year. 

Your letter characterizes our bill as "moderate" but points to the 
political dangers inherent in even approaching the gun issue. The 
Pr~sident is, of course, aware of these dangers· but believes that 
it is necessary to remove from commerce these cheap, highly 
concealable handguns designed only to kill. At the same time, 
however, he opposes unreasonable restraints such as licensing or 
registration. Hopefully, our proposals will be considered in the 
context of a rational dialogue and generate more light than heat. 
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Your interest in writing is very much appreciated. Should you 
wish to discuss the matter in greater detail, kindly contact 
Mr. Kenneth Lazarus, Associate Counsel to the President, 
at 202-456-6297. 

Sincerely, 

Max L. Friedersdorf 
Assistant to the President 
for Legislative Affairs 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

WASHINGTON 

July 22, 1975 

PHILIP BUCHEN 

MAX FRIEDERSDORF A,.(;• 
Letter re "Saturday Night Special 
Bill. II 

I am in receipt of the attached letter from the Editor of the two 
publications noted on the attached letter. I would appreciate 
your assistance, either through a reply directed from your 
office, or language which I may use in response. 

Many thanks. 
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The Magazine for Shooters 

July 11, 1975 

Mr. Max L. Friedersdorf 
Assistant to the President 
for Legislative Affairs 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. Friedersdorf: 

RE: Political Effects of the 
Saturday Night Special Bill 

The President is about to make a serious mistake, one that is certain to 
have detrimental effects upon his reelection campaign, as well as effects 
upon the 1976 congressional campaigns. I hope that it is not too late to 
prevent it. 

If newspaper and other reports of the current draft handgun bill are 
correct, that bill will have only one effect: to lose massive numbers of 
votes for the President and Republican congressional candidates in the 
1976 elections. The "compromise" draft bill will gain him no votes. 

In late June of 1966, firearms legislation ceased to be "crime legislation, .. 
it became solely a political issue. At that time, President Lyndon Johnson 
introduced a firearms licensing and registration bill, knowing full well 
that there was no possibility of passage. His motive was obvious: the 
Republicans, reflecting public sentiment, intended to run on the 11 law and 
order .. issue in the fall campaign. Johnson's strategy was to distract 
public attention from the Administration's lack of tough crime measures, 
and to provide a defense against Republican charges that the Democrats 
"weren't doing anything about crime ... By proposing an unpassable bill, 
he gave Democratic candidates an obfuscating defense: 11We tried to do 
something about crime, but you Republicans voted against our gun bi11. 11 

In large measure, the strategy worked, and the Democrat~s retained 
control of the Congress. 

President Ford is being sandbagged on the gun issue by the Democratic 
and press opposition, and his advisers aren't wise enough to see it. In 
proposing a compromise 11Saturday Night Special., law, he is falling far 
short of any measure which will gain,votes among the anti-gun press and 
public; at the same time, the draft measure is adequately severe to cause 
him to be given an "anti-gun .. label among the firearms fraternity. The 
results will be a wholesale loss of votes to 11conservative 11 GOP candidates 
in the primaries, and to George Wallace in the general. 

-More- WOLFE PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 



Mr. Max L. Friedersdorf 
July 11, 1975 
Page Two 

Despite the lack of astuteness on the part of many of his advisers, 
President Nixon finally realized that he was very close to being sand
bagged on this same "Saturday Night Special" opposition ploy, and, 
although Administration spokesmen had repeatedly promised Congress a 
"Saturday Night Special" bill, he never forwarded the bill, for its 
only effect would be to cost him support. 

The "Saturday Night Special" is a manufactured term, and a manufactured 
issue. It originated with the Dodd mail order gun hearings more than a 
dozen years ago, and was kept alive by the press and a wilf.Y opposition 
as a trap for political candidates trying to walk both sides of the gun 
control fence. As a former police reporter, I am well aware of how 
frequently cheap handguns show up in crime reports. And as an alleged 
firearms expert, I know them to be unsafe, unreliable, and unsuitable 
for any sporting purpose; similarly, I consider them unsuitable for the 
legitimate purpose of self-defense, and I would not want to have to 
defend myself with one, but if such a necessity arose, I would prefer 
the cheapest Saturday Night Special to a butcher knife or a boiling pan 
of water, the defense weapons often kept by the extremely poor, who are 
the most frequent victims of crime. 

But the Administration's draft bill, as it has been reported to me, 
doesn't limit itself to cheap handguns -- instead it would rely upon 
an arbitrary "point system" based upon physical dimensions and artificial 
features, such as "target" sights and grips, which can be made very 
cheaply, and upon long barrels, which are easily sawed off by the 
criminally-inclined. By prohibiting not only manufacture, but all sales, 
the Administration bill would make the short-barreled handguns that I 
own virtual contraband, which would have to be buried with me when I die. 
By placing an exorbitant tax upon dealers, the Administration bill would 
force many small gun shops out of business, in the name of eliminating 
the fly-by-ni~ht operators -- when those shady operators could be shut 
down under ex~sti~g law if U. S. attorneys would prosecute firearms cases, 
instead of reJecttng them on the grounds that federal courts shouldn't be 
police courts. Believe me, Mr. Friedersdorf, the gun fraternity-- which 
; 5 as hard-hc~ded J bunc~ of one-issue voters as you ever saw -- is going 
to fight.th: ~~inlstratt~n bill tooth and toenail. By the standards of 
the proh1bl~ 10" 1 conftscatlon measures which have been proposed in Congress, 
it Is c1 rra:x1•!rl~" ht~l• ft will not be viewed as moderate by the one-fourth 
of f<;neric,:sn t-.c~·-~~•d'i which possess handguns. 

-More-
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Mr. Max L. Friedersdorf 
July 11 :. 1975 
Page Three 

As for the merits of the bill:. can you cite a single study which, on the 
basis of empirical evidence:. shows that a Saturday Night Special bill 
will reduce crime? Such laws have been on the books in several localities 
for several years; all that is necessary would be for an appropriate agency 
or research group to make a study. But the Justice Department has no such 
study:. it doesn't even have a study on whether or not any type of gun law 
has successfully reduced or controlled crime. Further:. no such valid study 
exists; studies which have claimed to show a relationship of gun laws to 
crime have been proved invalid on the basis of rising crime rates:. and gun 
crime rates:. equal to areas without such laws. On the other hand:. there 
have been several studies which show that gun laws do not reduce crime, 
but these are never mentioned in the press. 

The Administration Saturday Night Special bill is without merit:. for it 
cannot reduce crime when far more restrictive measures:. as in New York 
City, have failed to reduce crime. The bill will not appease the opposi
tion; it will alienate the gun fraternity. From the purely practical 
political standpoint, the Administration would be well advised to introduce 
a firearms registration and licensing bill ,for such a law-- while it would 
not affect the crime rates -- might gain a few votes. And it would lose 
few more votes than the compromise bill. A wiser choice would be to 
introduce only the mandatory imprisonment bill, which would reduce crime, 
and would gain votes. 

Although these lengthy comments have been sharp, I do not speak as a 
11member of the lunatic fringe of right-wing gun lovers ... Instead, I speak 
on the basis of long experience as a political reporter for daily news
papers, editor of a weekly firearms newspaper, and a close observer of the 
politics of gun control on both the state and federal levels. I have 
written these comments because I fear George Wallace, and I know that the 
proposed Administration action will greatly strengthen his hand, and 
perhaps put Ted Kennedy in the Oval Office. Further, I admire and respect 
Gerald Ford, and I hate to see him make such a dreadful mistake. 

Sincerely, 

NK:jk 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 30, 1975 

Dear Mr. Knox: 

Counsellor Hartmann is abroad with the 
President and I, therefore, am acknowledg
ing your letter of July 24 concerning the 
Administration's proposed legislation on 
firearms. 

Noting that you have already written to 
Mr. Friedersdorf, I am referring your 
letter to Counsel to the President Philip 
Buchen for his information. Mr. Buchen 
may wish to share your letter with the 
Attorney General as well. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
y -

/John T. Calkins 
Deputy to Counsellor Hartmann 

Mr. Neal Knox, Editor 
Handloader/Rifle 
Box 30-30 
Prescott, Arizona 86301 

/ bee: Mr. Buchen 
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The Magazine for Shooters 

July 24, 1975 

Mr. Robert Hartmann 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. Hartmann: 

Earlier this week, Attorney General Levi announced the outline of the 
Ford Administration firearms bill which, although intended to be a 
moderate compromise program, will be sharply attacked by the firearms 
press and the firearms fraternity -- including me. I consider the bill 
outrageous, and I consider it doubly outrageous that the Attorney General 
should propose such a bill when the Justice Department has not made~ 
study of the effectiveness of firearms controls in reducing or controlling 
crime, as stated to me in letters dated in April and in May. 

As detailed in the enclosed letter, this bill, if introduced as outlined, 
will have a serious effect upon President Ford's reelection campaign. But 
it may not be too late to soften the blow, for the most pernicious sections 
of the bill could be drafted out prior to introduction, if the bill has not 
yet been introduced. There is ample precedent for an administration 
changing its mind about a bill even after announcement of its principal 
provisions; the difficulty in finding a sponsor for this bill should con
vince someone that the bill needs to be changed. 

I hope you will consider the points in the enclosed letter , for I am 
seriously concerned about the effects of the Ford bill on gun ~wners, and 
the resultant effects upon Mr. Ford in 1976. 

Sincerely~/ 

/~~4~ 
Neal Knox · 

NK:jk 
Enclosures 
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The Magau.e tor Shooters 

July 11, 1975 

Mr. Max L. Friedersdorf 
Assistant to the President 
for Legislative Affairs 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. Friedersdorf: 

The President is about to make a serious mistake, one that is certain to 
have detrimental effects upon his reelection campaign, as well as effects 
upon the 1976 congressional campaigns. I hope that it is not too late to 
prevent it. 

If newspaper qnd other reports of the current draft handgun bill are 
correct, that bill will ha~e only one effect:· to lose massive numbers of 
votes for the President and Republican congressional candidates in the 
1976 elections. The "compromise" draft bill will gain-him no votes. 

In late June of 1966, firearms legislation ceased to be "crime legislation," 
it became solely a political issue. At that time, President" Lyndon Johnson 
introduced a firearms licensing and registration bill, knowing full well 
that there was no possibility of passage. His motive was obvious: the 
Republicans, reflecting public sentimept, intended to run on the "law and 
order" issue in the fall campaign. Johnson's strategy was to distract 
public attention from the Administration's lack of tough crime measures, 
and to provide a defense against Republican charges that the Democrats 
"weren't doing anything about crime." By proposing an unpassable bill, 
he gave Democratic candidates an obfuscating defense: ·"We tried to do 
something about crime, but you Republicans voted against our gun bill." 
In large measure, the strategy worked, and the Democrat~s retained 
control of the Congress. 

President Ford is being sandbagged on the gun issue by the Democratic 
and press opposition~ and his advisers aren't wise enough to see it. In 
proposing a compromise 11Saturday Night Special" law, he is falling far 
short of any measure which will gain votes among the anti-gun press and 
public; at the same time, the draft measure is adequately severe to cause 
him to be given an "anti-gun 11 label among the firearms fraternity. The 
results will be a wholesale loss of votes to 11Conservative" GOP candidates 
in the primaries, and to George Wallace in the general. 

-Hare- WOLFE PUBLISH~ COMP AN) 
P.O. Box 3Q-30 • PRESCOTT, ARIZONA 116301 • TEL[f ONE (602) ~ 
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Mr. Max L. Friedersdorf 
July ll, 1975 
Page Two 

Despite the lack of astuteness on the part of many of his advisers, 
President Nixon finally realized that he was very close to being sand
bagged on this same ''Saturday Night Special" opposition ploy, and, 
although Administration spokesmen had repeatedly promised Congress a 
"Saturday Night Special" bill, he never forwarded the bill, for its 
only effect would be to cost him support. 

The "Saturday Night Special" is a manufactured term, and a manufactured 
issue. It originated with the Dodd mail order gun hearings more than a 
dozen years ago, and was kept alive by the press and a wilny opposition 
as a trap for political candidates trying to walk both sides of the gun 
control fence. As a former police reporter, I am well aware of how 
frequently cheap handguns show up in crime reports. And as an alleged 
firearms expert, I know them to be unsafe, unreliable, and unsuitable 
for any sporting purpose; similarly, I consider them unsuitable for the 
legitimate purpose of self-defense, and I would not want to have to 
defend myself with one, but if such a necessity arose, I would prefer 
the cheapest Saturday Night Special to a butcher knife or a boiling pan 
of water, the defense weapons often kept by the extremely poor, who are 
the most frequent victims of crime. 

/ 

But-the Administration's draft bill, as it has been reported to me, 
doesn't limit itself to cheap handguns-- instead it would rely upon 

. an arbitrary "point system" based upon physical dimensions and artificial 
features, such as "target" sights and grips, which can be made very 
cheaply, and upon long barrels, which are easily sawed off by the 
criminally-inclined. By prohibiting not only manufacture, but all sales, 
the Administration bill would make the short-barreled handguns that I 
own virtual contraband, which would have to be buried with me when I die. 
By placing an exorbitant tax upon dealers, the Administration bill would 
force many small gun shops out of business, in the name of eliminating 
the fly-by-night operators -- when those shady operators could be shut 
down under existing law if U. S. attorneys would prosecute firearms cases, 
instead of rejecting them on the grounds that federal courts shouldn't be 
police courts. Believe me, Mr. Friedersdorf, the gun fraternity-- which 
is as hard-headed a bunch of one-issue voters as you ever saw -- is going 
to fight the Administration bill tooth and toenail. By the standards of 
the prohibition/confiscation measures which have been proposed in Congress, 
it is a moderate bill; it will not be viewed as moderate by the one-fourth 
of American households which possess handguns. 

-More-
. :. ~ 
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·· Mr. Max L. Friedersdorf 
July 11, 1975 
Page Three 

As for the merits of the bill, can you cite a single study which, on the 
basis of empirical evidence, shows that a Saturday Night Special bill 
will reduce crime? Such laws have been on the books in several localities 
for several years; all that is necessary would be for an appropriate agency 
or research group to make a study. But the Justice Department has no such 
study, it doesn•t even have a study on whether or not any type of gun law 
has successfully reduced or controlled crime. Further, no such valid study 
exists; studies which have claimed to show a relationship of gun laws to 
crime have been proved invalid on the basis of rising crime rates, and gun 
crime rates, equal to areas without such laws. On the other hand, there 
have been several studies which show that gun laws do not reduce crime, 
but these are never mentioned in the press. 

The Administration Saturday Night Special bill is without merit, for it 
cannot reduce crime when far more restrictive measures, as in New York 
City, have failed to reduce crime. The bill will not appease the opposi
tion; it will alienate the gun fraternity. From the purely practical 
political standpoint, the Administration would be well advised to introduce 
a firearms registration and licensing bill ,for such a law-- while it would 
.not affect the crime rates -- might gain a few votes. And it would lose 
few more votes than the compromise bill. A wiser choice would be to 
introduce only the mandatory imprisonment bill, which would reduce crime, 
and would gain votes. 

Although these lengthy comments have been sharp, I do not speak as a 
"member of the iunatic fringe of right-wing gun lovers." Instead, I speak 
on the basis of long experience as a political reporter for daily news
papers, editor of a weekly firearms. newspaper, and a close observer of the 
politics of gun control on both the state and federal levels. I have 
written these comments because I fear George Wallace, and I know that the 
proposed Administration action will greatly strengthen his hand, and 
perhaps put Ted Kennedy in the Oval Office. Further, I admire and respect 
Gerald Ford, and I hate to see him make such a dreadful mistake. 

Sincerely, 

RIFLE/HANDLOADER 

Neal Knox 
Editor and Publisher 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

October 2, 1975 

Phil Buchen 

Dick Parsons']). 

Massachusetts Gun Laws 

Under Massachusetts law, any person may obtain a Firearms 
Identification Card (F.I.D.) as a matter of right, for 
$2.00, on application to the police~ This card entitles the 
holder to have as many guns (handguns or long guns) as he or 
she wants. 

However, in order to carry a handgun -- loaded or unloaded, 
concealed or not -- away from one's home or place of business, 
a Massachusetts resident must also acquire a "license to carry." 
In order to obtain a "license to carry," some justification must 
be shown. One's automobile is not considered to be the home or 
place of business. Convicted felons, known drug abusers or 
mental defectives may not obtain a "license to carry." 

A person convicted of unauthorized possession of a handgun is 
liable to a mandatory jail sentence of not less than one year 
nor more than five years. No plea-bargaining is permitted, 
nor can a judge suspend the sentence or substitute probation. 
After conviction and sentencing, the offender is not eligible 
for parole or time off for good behavior. 

N.B. The Massachusetts law does not require the registration of 
guns or confiscation (except from those who violate the law) . 
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42 West 44th Street, New York, N.Y. roo36 

Gun Control Legislation 

By THE COMMITIEE ON FEDERAL LEGISLATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the enactment of the Gun Control Act of 1968 there has been a 
substantial increase in the incidence of gun-related crimes and it has become 
evident that the existing system of law is inadequate. Efforts have been un
derway in both Houses of Congress to enact further gun control legislation 
and the Executive Branch has indicated support for stronger gun control. 
Both the Subcommittee on Crime of the House Committee on the Judiciary 
and the Subcommittee on Crime and Juvenile Delinquency of the Senate 
Committee on the Judiciary have accumulated a substantial factual record 
on which to base legislation. 

We believe that the contribution of handguns to the current increase in 
homicide and other violent crimes requires immediate and comprehensive 
action. In our opinion, the continued existence of an unwarranted supply of 
handguns is an underlying factor in the decline of our major urban centers. 
This Committee does not find any substantial justification for the continued 
widespread public possession of handguns, and, accordingly, we strongly en
dorse the legislative proposals calling for a prohibition on the manufacture, 
importation, sale, and private possession of handguns.l Whether or not our 
recommendations are politically feasible at this moment in time, we are of 
the firmly held conviction that a complete ban on handguns should be the 
ultimate objective of any new federal gun control legislation. 

This report is divided into four parts. Part I describes the current federal 
law and the congressional proposals for change. Part II examines the con
stitutional bases for Congress legislating a prohibition on the manufacture, 
importation, sale, and private possession of handguns. Part III discusses the 
need for adopting far-reaching gun control legislation. Our recommenda
tions are contained in Part IV. 

I. PRESENT LAW AND PROPOSALS 
FOR CHANGE 

A. Current Federal Law 

The Gun Control Act of 19682 was enacted with the stated purpose of 
providing support to local law enforcement officials in their fight against 
crime. The statute expressly provides that it is not intended to place undue 

Federal Legislation Report (March 22, 1976). 



restrictions on law abiding citizens with respect to the acquisition, possession 
or use of firearms for recreational or other lawful purposes. It attempts to 
accomplish these ends by two principal means: the elimination of interstate 
transport of firearms and ammunition, except between licensed dealers; and 
the elimination of the importation of guns that are not suitable for sporting 
purposes. 

Section 922 of the act makes it unlawful for any person to engage in the 
business of importing, manufacturing or dealing, without having a federal 
license, and then provides that no licensed dealer may ship firearms or am
munition in interstate commerce to any person other than another licensed 
person. The section further provides that no person other than a licensed 
dealer may transport or receive in the state where he resides any firearms 
purchased outside the state, or may sell any firearm to any person, other than 
a licensed dealer, who the seller knows or believes resides in a different state 
from that of the seller. 

Section 922 also forbids licensed dealers from selling firearms or ammuni
tion to someone who does not reside in the licensee's state, or in violation of 
local law, or where the purchaser would be violating local law, or to persons 
who have been indicted or convicted of crimes, are fugitives from justice, 
unlawful users of marijuana or narcotics, or are adjudicated mental defec
tives or incompetents. Section 922 additionally provides that it shall be un
lawful for any person to sell, ship, or receive any stolen firearm or ammuni
tion. Finally, section 925(d) of the act authorizes firearms or ammunition 
to be imported if they are used for scientific or research purposes, or are 
generally recognized as particularly suitable for or adaptable to sporting 
purposes. 

The weaknesses in this act are many.s The most important are that the 
act does not reduce the overall size of the existing gun population, nor does it 
regulate hand-to-hand or street sales of privately owned guns. The provision 
banning the importation of non-sporting purpose guns does not bar the 
importation of foreign-manufactured parts and the subsequent domestic 
assembly in the United States. Most importantly, the act has failed in its 
stated purpose to support local officials in their fight against crime. 

B. The Legislative Proposals 

At the present time the principal gun control legislation in Congress is 
embodied in the proposals representing the positions of the House and Sen
ate subcommittees that have dealt with the subject.4 The positions of these 
subcommittees are substantially in accord in basic approach, namely to 
strengthen the restrictions of the Gun Control Act of 1968. The common 
elements of the legislation are a restriction on multiple sales to individuals, 
additional requirements for purchasers of firearms, and mandatory sentences 
for commission of federal crimes while using firearms. 

Section 301 of the House bill and section 207 of the Senate bill deal with 
requirements for purchases from licensed dealers. All purchases must be in 
person and the purchaser must supply an affidavit setting forth his name, 
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address, the place where the firearm will be kept, and evidence that the pur
chase will not violate any local law. Each bill requires that the application 
be submitted to the Federal Bureau of Investigation and to the chief law 
enforcement officer of the place where the purchaser intends to maintain the 
firearm. The law enforcement agencies are given a restricted period of time 
to respond to the application and if no response is made within that time, 
the sale may go through. 

In addition, section 209 of the House bill and section 203 of the Senate 
bill restrict the number of sales by dealers to one individual. The House bill 
provides that one person may not purchase more than two handguns in each 
30 day period, and the Senate bill provides for the purchase of no more than 
two handguns per year. Section 213 of the House bill and section 301 of the 
Senate bill require mandatory penalties for the use of a firearm during the 
commission of a federal crime. 

There are two additional features of the House bill. Section 203 provides 
new restrictions upon persons making application to be licensed dealers. Law 
enforcement checks upon such persons are required and the fees for being 
a dealer are substantially increased. The other principal feature is the estab
lishment of a National Handgun Tracing Center. Section 210 of the bill re
quires that serial numbers be placed on all firearms hereafter manufactured 
or imported and section 302 requires that quarterly reports of guns manu
factured, imported and sold by every licensed person under the act be pro
vided to the Treasury Department. The purpose of these provisions is to 
provide an understanding of the numbers and locations of gun sales in order 
to establish a picture of the firearms commerce in the United States. 

The principal feature of the Senate bill is a prohibition on "Saturday 
night specials." • Section 204 provides that no handgun may be sold unless 
it is approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, and section 207 requires cer
tain minimum features on all handguns. These include minimum size re
quirements and safety features and that the gun must attain a minimum of 
points for size, weight and additional safety features. Section 301 of the Sen
ate bill also contains reporting requirements, which only require annual 
reports of manufacture and sale by manufacturers. 

Numerous other bills are pending in both Houses of Congress on the sub
ject of gun control. They fall generally into these categories: Some would 
bar the manufacture, importation, sale, and private possession of handguns.5 
Some would prohibit the manufacture, importation, sale and transfer of 
handguns.6 Others would prohibit the manufacture, importation or assembly 
of "Saturday night specials".7 Some bills would establish a federal system 
of handgun owner registration, prohibit multiple handgun sales to individ
uals, and impose added requirements on purchasers of firearms.s Still others 
would require stiff mandatory prison sentences for persons committing felo
nies with firearms.9 

• Although it is generally agreed that "Saturday night special" refers to a gun 
that is cheap and easily concealable, congressional definitions have tended to run in 
the direction of guns not being intended for sporting purposes. 
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II. GUN CONTROL AND THE CONSTITUTION 

To determine whether a federal statute restricting handguns would be 
constitutional, two questions must be answered: (A) Is there a constitutional 
right to possession of handguns which cannot be infringed by legislation, 
and (B) does regulation of handguns fall within the scope of any of the sub
jects on which Congress is empowered by the Constitution to legislate? A 
review of the relevant decisions demonstrates that Congress may constitu
tionally enact legislation restricting and prohibiting the possession of hand
guns by private citizens.10 

A. Is There a Constitutional Right to Possess Handguns? 

Debates on the merits of gun control legislation are regularly punctuated 
by claims of a constitutional right to possess firearms. The source of these 
claims is the Second Amendment to the Constitution, which provides: 

"A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free 
State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be 
infringed." 

Although spirited controversy as to the meaning of the Second Amendment 
continues unabated among commentators,ll courts over a long period of time 
have consistently given the amendment a very narrow construction. The 
Second Amendment as so interpreted places no restrictions on Congress' 
ability to regulate handguns. 

A constitutional provision concerning the right to "bear Arms" is directed 
at checking power. The question is what the framers of the Constitution 
intended. There are basically three relationships which could have been 
intended to be affected: (1) the individual against the world; (2) the popu
lace against the government, whether state or federal; and (3) the state 
government against the federal government. The first possibility, that the 
framers were concerned with the right of individuals to protect their homes 
and their persons from whatever depredations might confront them, appears 
to be without historical support.12 The amendment itself speaks of the 
"security of a free State." The disputes have centered around the second and 
third possibilities. 

The initial question is the proper interpretation of the term "Militia." 
The practice in Europe of maintaining large standing armies while prohibit
ing the general populace from having guns led to a preference in colonial 
America for the militia as the primary military force. This force would be 
drawn from the people and would be active only in time of military need.13 

Some have argued that the militia was regarded as the populace at large
or at least those members of the populace capable of bearing arms.l4 To 
these commentators, militia meant the "unorganized militia," so that the 
Second Amendment must be read as permitting the populace to maintain 
arms as a check against excesses of any or all government. This position is 
sometimes characterized as more extreme than it really is. The framers of the 
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Constitution need not have created a "right to revolution" or a license to 
band together in paramilitary organizations to have established a check on 
the government by permitting the populace to keep and bear arms.15 What
ever the merits of the "unorganized militia" analysis may be, however, it has 
never found judicial favor. 

The federal courts have long regarded the Second Amendment as con
cerned only with the "organized militia" maintained by the states. In 1875, 
the Supreme Court ruled in United States v. Cruickshank 16 that the Second 
Amendment restricted Congress alone and not state governments. More re
cently, in United States v. Miller,11 the Supreme Court held that Congress 
could regulate firearms so long as there was no evidence of a relationship 
between the regulation and the preservation or efficiency of the state militia. 
The Court said that Miller could not attack his indictment for interstate 
shipment of a sawed-off shotgun under the Second Amendment: 

"In the absence of any evidence tending to show that possession or 
use of a 'shotgun having a barrel of less than eighteen inches in length' 
at this time has some reasonable relationship to the preservation or 
efficiency of a well regulated militia, we cannot say that the Second 
Amendment guarantees the right to keep and bear such an instru
ment. Certainly it is not within judicial notice that this weapon is any 
part of the ordinary military equipment or that its use could contrib
ute to the common defense." 18 

Some have argued that the Miller case should be read narrowly, since evi
dence of a military use can be shown as a matter of fact for most kinds of 
weapons.19 However, federal courts after Miller have read the decision as 
requiring a showing that the challenged legislation actually interfered with 
the state militia. Under this standard, Second Amendment challenges to 
federal gun control legislation uniformly have been rejected.2° 

Further, even if the Second Amendment were to be interpreted to refer 
to an "unorganized militia," it would not follow that Congress would be 
barred from regulating the ownership of handguns. Such regulation would 
still be constitutional unless handguns were regarded as "Arms" within the 
meaning of the Second Amendment. It appears instead that the "Arms" of 
the militia were understood to consist of rifles and muskets. 

In addition to the constitutional provisions and old state statutes quoted 
in United States v. Miller21 and other secondary sources,22 there are a num
ber of early cases considering whether handguns are "Arms" within the 
meaning of the Second Amendment. While the decisions are not uniform, 
the weight of authority is that handguns do not constitute such "Arms." 23 

This position is most effectively expressed in State v. Workman,24 where 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia wrote: 

" ... in regard to the kind of arms referred to in the amendment, 
it must be held to refer to the weapons of warfare to be used by the 
militia, such as swords, guns, rifles, and muskets,-arms to be used in 
defending the state and civilliberty,-and not to pistols, bowie-knives, 
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brass knuckles, billies, and such other weapons as are usually em
ployed in brawls, street fights, duels, and affrays, and are only habitu
ally carried by bullies, blackguards, and desperadoes, to the terror of 
the community and the injury of the state." 25 

Thus, in our view, the Second Amendment poses no barrier to congressional 
efforts to reduce "the terror of the community and the injury of the state" 
by prohibiting the private possession of handguns. 

B. Does Congress Have Power to Regulate the Manufacture, 
Possession and Sale of All Handguns? 

While several congressional powers could be invoked in support of gun 
controllegislation,26 justification is ordinarily found under Congress' power 
to regulate interstate and foreign commerce.27 There can be no serious dis
pute that certain kinds of gun-related activities-for example, interstate sales 
of firearms-can be regulated under the commerce clause. The disagreements 
arise over how far Congress may go in regulating local gun activity under its 
power to regulate matters "affecting" commerce. 

In United States v. Bass,28 the Supreme Court recently avoided a constitu
tional issue concerning 18 U.S.C. § 1202, which prohibits the transportation, 
receipt or possession of guns by felons, by holding that proof that the pro
hibited conduct in each case was in commerce or affected commerce was re
quired by the statute. Prior courts of appeals decisions had differed as to 
whether that statute was a constitutional exercise of the commerce power 
without such proof.29 

However, in Perez v. United States,ao a case decided shortly before the 
Bass case, the Supreme Court had laid the groundwork for the power to 
create a federal criminal law under the commerce clause. The Perez case 
concerned the constitutionality of a provision in Title II of the Consumer 
Credit Protection Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 8g1 et seq., making loansharking a fed
eral crime. In holding that Perez had been lawfully convicted despite the 
absence of proof of the effect of his conduct on commerce, the Court cited a 
variety of reports and statistical studies providing evidentiary support for 
the congressional finding that, in the aggregate, loansharking had an effect 
on commerce. It concluded, therefore, that Congress could prohibit the prac
tice regardless of the extent to which the activities of each particular loan
shark may have affected commerce. 

An examination of Perez and its progeny, and of other federal criminal 
legislation regulating local activity, points out what may have led the Su
preme Court to take a very narrow position in the Bass case, namely the lack 
of any substantial legislative findings. In Perez, the Court put great em
phasis on the findings made by Congress of the impact of loan sharking on 
interstate commerce, even as a local activity, and on the very substantial evi
dence which was available to Congress to support those findings. In Bass, in 
contrast, there was virtually no legislative history to guide the Court in its 
interpretation of congressional intentions. 

The implication of the limitation on Congress' attempted exercise of 
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power in the Bass case is that if gun control legislation is supported by sub
stantial documentation and carefully drawn congressional findings concern
ing the effects of the proscribed activity on interstate commerce generally, 
the Supreme Court would sustain the exercise of power under the commerce 
clause even if the activity of specific individuals were purely local in nature. 

In a number of cases involving federal gun control legislation arising 
after Bass, courts have followed Perez to uphold the power of Congress to 
regulate firearms felonies without a showing in each case of a nexus with in
terstate commerce.31 In United States v. Nelson,32 the Fifth Circuit affirmed 
a conviction under 18 U.S.C. § 922(a)(6), which prohibits the making of false 
statements in connection with the acquisition of a firearm, in spite of a fail
ure to show a nexus between the defendant's false statements to the gun 
dealer and interstate commerce. Although the individual activity was clearly 
local, the court found that under Perez the Congress does have the power to 
regulate an intrastate activity, an isolated instance of which may have no di
rect connection with interstate commerce, because that intrastate activity in 
the aggregate does impose a burden on interstate commerce.33 

The decision in Nelson leaves open the question whether Congress has 
the power under the Perez theory to regulate possession of a firearm. It could 
be argued that the manufacture and sale of firearms presents a stronger case 
for federal regulation since a potential impact on interstate commerce is 
discernible, while possession of a firearm could be an entirely and perpetually 
local activity in a given instance. Such an argument ignores the aggregate 
effect on commerce of a substantial number of people possessing firearms. 
In an analogous situation, regulation of the possession of narcotics and other 
controlled substances under 21 U.S.C. §§ 841 and 844, and predecessor sta
tutes, courts have upheld the regulation without a showing in each case of 
a nexus with interstate commerce. 

In Deyo v. United States,34 for example, the Ninth Circuit affirmed a con
viction for possession and sale of a drug against the contention of the de
fendant that the conviction was invalid because there had been no proof of 
a connection between the defendant's activities and interstate commerce. 
The court described at length the congressional findings supporting federal 
control of the possession of these drugs. The court concluded that effective 
interstate regulation was not possible if intrastate transactions were not also 
regulated.35 

The conclusion to be drawn from the narcotics possession cases is that if 
it can be shown through proper congressional findings that possession of 
handguns as a class of activity has an effect on interstate commerce, then 
individual possession could be legitimately proscribed without any showing 
in each case of a nexus with interstate commerce, notwithstanding that a 
particular weapon had never been in interstate commerce. Indeed it is the 
possession of handguns that can be viewed as being responsible for their 
manufacture, importation and sale. Thus, if undertaken after congressional 
findings of effect on interstate commerce based on substantial investigation, 
federal legislation banning the manufacture, sale and possession of handguns 
would in our view be authorized by the commerce clause. 
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III. THE EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF 
STRICTER GUN CONTROL 

A. The Use and Misuse of Guns 

. A p~oper perspecti~e of the role of firearms in our society requires con
sideration of .the ~hysical nature of guns, the extent of their ownership, the 
nature of then legitimate uses, and the extent of their accidental or criminal 
misuse . 
. The sin~le most significant fact concerning firearms is that they are de

signed to klll.36 A firearm is a weapon, and whether viewed from a historical 
or from _a functional point of view, the purpose, design and operation of a 
firearm IS to shoot a projectile of such size and velocity so as to create sub
stantial damage to the target. 

.s?me uses of firearms are undoubtedly justifiable and necessary, such as 
military uses or police uses. In some rural areas it is possible that firearms 
may be necessary to obtain food or to use in self-defense.37 The assertion that 
in a modern, urban society firearms have a legitimate use in "self-defense" is 
dis.cussed later in this report. In our view, however, the principal legitimate 
pnvate use of firearms in today's society is hunting for sport and target shoot
mg.as Both of these uses are recreational. 

The physical characteristics of firearms in large measure determine the 
uses. T~us, rifles and shotguns are more suitable for use as sporting weapons 
or huntmg weapons because of their size, accuracy and adaptability. Since 
most of these weapons are approximately three feet in length, they are diffi
cult to c?nceal. Whi~e ~andguns may be used for target shooting, or even 
for ~mntmg,39 the prmCipal use of a handgun is at close range and its most 
obviOus characteristic is that it is easily concealable. 

It is estimated that there are in excess of IOO million guns presently in the 
hands of private owners in the United States.40 At least two-thirds of these 
weapons are estimated to be rifles and shotguns, and the remainder are hand
guns.41 The estimated number of handguns ranges from 25 million to over 
1o million, with most current estimates adopting the larger number.42 Dur
mg each of the last 5 years, over 1.5 million handguns have been manufac
tur.ed in the United States and over 40o,ooo have been imported.43 The 
estimated number of handguns made by the assembly of imported parts is 
well over 7oo,ooo per year.44 
. In I973: there were I9,510 homicides in the United States. Handguns were 
mvolved m the deaths of 10,323 of these victims, or 53% of the total.45 The 
total. ':umber of homicides involving firearms was I3,o8I, or 67% of all 
homicides.46 In that year, approximately I5g,ooo of the approximately 252,
ooo armed robberies, or 63%, were committed with firearms, and approxi
mately 108,ooo out of approximately 4I6,ooo aggravated assaults, or 26%, 
were committed with the use of a firearm.47 

From Ig66 through I973· handgun homicide as a percent of total urban 
homicide increased from 37% to 53%. and firearm assaults as a percentage 
of total urban assaults increased from I9% to 29%·48 Since Ig66, the rate of 
handgun homicide has increased more than three times as much as the in-
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crease in rate for homicide by all other means.49 In I973• nearly four times 
as many homicides were committed with handguns as with long guns.50 In 
one city, about 70% of all criminal misuse of firearms involved handguns,51 
and in New York City, handguns may be involved in over go% of all firearm 
crimes.52 Handguns are involved in a substantial, and increasing, percentage 
of all violent crime.53 In particular, robbery homicide, usually involving 
handguns, has increased far out of proportion to all robberies and all 
homicides.54 

The unlawful use of firearms can be analyzed in terms of two separate 
areas: street crime, or crime committed by an assailant on a victim who was 
not previously acquainted with him; and interpersonal crime, where the as· 
sailant and the victim were previously known to each other. Most firearm 
homicides involve people who were previously acquainted. Heat-of-passion 
attacks involving spouses or acquaintances, and revenge-oriented assaults, 
together with accidental shootings, constitute a substantial majority of the 
han~gun homicides. 55 Gun misuse in general, including accidental shootings 
and mterpersonal crime, appear to be highest in areas where the total num
ber of guns are highest. 56 

The most disruptive problem facing urban areas concerning the use of 
handguns is the threat of street crime, particularly armed robbery, assault 
and rape. There is undoubtedly not a small shop owner in the City of New 
York who does not live in fear of handgun robbery.57 In many instances, 
business operations require a constant vigil against invasion. In some areas 

.of New York City, businesses simply close at sundown, and whole areas of 
commerce turn into silent streets of steel fences at night. These businesses 
are prevented from operating by the fear of crime.58 There can be little 
doubt that such a situation is a burden on interstate commerce. 

In many areas of this city and others, many people live in constant fear of 
bei_ng robbed in a subway, in a park, on the sidewalk, in a building lobby, 
or m an elevator. 59 Instead of going out, people stay locked in at home, par
ticularly at night. This, too, evidently burdens and restricts the commerce 
of the city. People fear to travel to the city for business or for entertainment. 
People move out of the city because they perceive the city as crime-ridden. 
Business and jobs move with them. 

The statistics demonstrate that a handgun is five times as likely to result in 
death as a knife in connection with aggravated assaults,ao and certainly it is 
the fear of handgun-related crimes that is a substantial contributor to our 
present urban decline.61 

B. The Failure of State and Local Legislation 

State and local laws on gun control are a patchwork62 of divergent regula
tions, unevenly enforced. While some states, such as New York, have a strict 
control system, many other states have little or no control. One survey of the 
field reports that: 

"Twenty-five States require a license to sell handguns at retail, 8 
require a permit (or the equivalent) to purchase a handgun, II require 
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a waiting period between purchase and delivery of a handgun, 1 re
quires a license to possess a handgun, 29 require a license to carry a 
handgun, 19 prohibit the carrying of a concealed handgun, 18 require 
a license to carry a handgun in a vehicle, 22 prohibit the carrying of 
a loaded firearm in a vehicle, and 4 States require the registration of 
firearms." 63 

However, neither the stringency of local law, nor the vigor of its enforce
ment, can insure a low incidence of gun violence. New York City's police 
commissioner has testified that, in spite of strict state and city laws: 

"[I]n New York City between 1965 and 1970, while the number of 
homicides doubled, the number committed with firearms nearly quad
rupled. Last year [1970] over half of the murders in New York in
volved the use of firearms, compared with barely one quarter of those 
in 1965. It is clear to me from figures like these that the increased 
availability of guns, notwithstanding our local controls, has had a 
tremendous impact on the number of murders in our city." 64 

At the same time, it was estimated that there may be soo,ooo illegal guns in 
New York City, as against 20,000 that are legally registered here.65 

A recent study shows the sources of guns used in crimes committed in a 
number of major cities.66 The figures emphasize the apparent ease with 
which criminals can acquire guns from out of state sources. The statistics for 
some of these cities are: 

New York 4% from New York (South Carolina-20%; 
Florida-11 %; Georgia-8%; Virginia-6%) 

Detroit 8% from Michigan (Ohio-19%; Kentucky-9%; 
Georgia-9%; Mississippi-6%) 

Boston 35% from Massachusetts (Florida-11 %; 
South Carolina-?%) 

Philadelphia 54% from Pennsylvania 

Los Angeles 82% from California 
Miami 82% from Florida 

Seattle 76% from Washington 
New Orleans 63% from Louisiana 

Dallas 

Louisville 
Denver 

Minneapolis 

87% from Texas 
82% from Kentucky 

78% from Colorado 
61% from Minnesota 

New York67, Michigan68, Massachusetts69, and the city of Philadelphia70, 
require a license or permit in order to purchase a handgun. Only a few states 
require such a license.n 
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California72 and Washington73, and the cities of Miami74 and New Or
leans75 require an application for purchase of a handgun to be filed, and a 
waiting period before delivery. 

Pennsylvania76 and the city of Minneapolis77 require the filing of a report 
of the sale of a handgun. The remaining states and cities on the above list do 
not have the above requirements, although most prohibit sales of handguns 
to minors.78 

There is a striking correlation between the degree of local regulation and 
the amount of interstate traffic. The statistics demonstrate that where there is 
little or no effective regulation, firearms are mainly obtained locally, but that 
where there is stringent local regulation, efficient channels of commerce soon 
appear to make out-of-state guns available.79 

In addition to the sources of guns, studies have reviewed the age of guns 
used in various crimes. A study done in New York City on handguns con
fiscated during December, 1973, showed that 58% of the guns had been 
manufactured or imported after the Gun Control Act of 1968, and more sub
stantial numbers of guns were manufactured or imported in the more recent 
years, so as follows: 

Year of First Sale 

1973 
1972 
1971 
1970 
1969 

Per Cent of Guns 
Confiscated 

19% 
14% 
11% 
8% 
6% 

A more general survey of 16 cities conducted in 1974 shows that 66% of the 
guns used in criminal activities during the surveyed period were manufac
tured or imported after 1968.81 The same study shows that only 6% of hand
guns used in crimes are reported as having been stolen, which demonstrates 
that almost all guns used in criminal activities were purchased. Undoubtedly, 
many of these purchases were in violation of existing federal, state, or local 
laws,82 which demonstrates the substantial inability of the existing scheme 
of regulation to control the situation. 

C. Experience in Other Countries 

Other modern industrialized nations have renounced the private owner
ship of handguns or strictly required licensing or registration of handgun 
ownership, with beneficial effects on crime rates. While cultural differences 
may distort some comparisons, useful parallels can be drawn. For example, 
Japan has prohibited all possession of firearms since 1964 and in every year 
since has enjoyed a drop in the number of crimes committed with firearms. sa 

Similarly, stringent police investigation of all applicants for gun licenses 
in England appears to have tempered the nature of crime within that rela
tively (by contrast to the United States) low crime country. Thus, English 
statistics indicate that when intentional killings do occur, an Englishman is 
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one-third less likely than his American counterpart to resort to a gun of any 
sort as the murder weapon.84 

Indeed, unlike the United States, each of 29 European countries recently 
surveyed required either a license to carry a firearm or registration of the 
ownership or sale of each privately owned firearm or both.85 With strict na
tional regulation of gun ownership so common elsewhere, one must question 
what has encouraged us to cherish that which other Western countries have 
almost universally renounced. 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Notwithstanding stringent local regulations and the Gun Control Act of 
Ig68, it is an inescapable fact that violent crimes involving the use of hand
guns are increasing in the major urban centers at a rate at least comparable 
with the national increase in such crimes.86 There is a substantial commerce 
in purchasing guns in states that do not have stringent local laws, transport
ing them in violation of federal law into major urban centers and selling 
them in violation of locallaw.s7 

It is unrealistic to look to the individual states, cities and towns for effec
tive firearms control.SS Strict controls by one state or city have been nullified 
by the emergence of a substantial traffic in handguns coming from jurisdic
tions having lax controls or none at all. Good sense and orderly government 
counsel that the federal government no longer abdicate handgun regulation 
to the states and that we take strong national action against further unneces
sary crime. 

As noted earlier, we strongly favor legislation prohibiting the manufac
ture, importation, sale and private possession of handguns, with certain 
limited exemptions.so Since the legislation we support would require the 
federal government to gather handguns now privately owned, or to develop 
a system for rendering such handguns inoperative, we endorse the concept 
of paying prior owners a bounty for all handguns and ammunition surren
dered. Such payment would be desirable and also would avoid a challenge 
based on a taking without compensation. 

We believe that further handgun legislation is so necessary that if a com
plete prohibition on private ownership is not possible of attainment, then 
we would support legislation barring all further importation, manufacture 
and sale of handguns, or their parts, and registration of all existing handguns 
limited to the life of the present owner. Under this alternative, we would 
propose a ban on any transfers of handguns and an escheat of handguns to 
the government on the death of each present owner. 

In endorsing an outright prohibition on the private ownership of hand
guns, we believe that any partial measure merely invites a further intolerable 
proliferation of handguns. Thus, in our view, the focus on the so-called 
"Saturday night special" is counter-productive. Recent studies indicate that 
Saturday night specials constitute 35%-45% of the handguns used in urban 
crime. All revolvers with a three-inch barrel or less constitute over 70% 
of such guns.90 The studies also demonstrate that in many areas higher priced 
handguns are used as extensively or more extensively than the less expensive 
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ones.91 Consequently, to ban only Saturday night specials would simply re
sult in other handguns, slightly more expensive and of better manufacture,92 

being used in place of the cheaper ones. We do not think that it would be 
a material advance to enlarge the calibre or improve the quality of the weap
ons in the hands of criminals. OS 

As for the proposals calling for the registration of handguns, we believe 
that they would create extremely cumbersome problems of en~orce:nen~, 
particularly with regard to private resales of guns. Moreover, registrauon IS 
clearly inadequate to halt much of that class of violence which ~ccurs .be
tween assailants and victims previously known to one another, mcludmg 
shootings among family members, whether intended or accidental. 

With respect to the proposals placing additional requirements on prospec
tive purchasers, an analysis of the effect of local regulation indicates to ~s 
that such proposals will not have any impact unless a mandatory duty IS 
placed on the law enforcement agencies to act on applications and un~ess 
a purchase is not allowed to be completed until the law enforcement offioals 
approve. Moreover, the requirement of affidavits and law enforcement checks 
places a substantial additional burden on local police departments a?~ .up~n 
the FBI and will require substantial increased enforcement capabilities m 
the Department of the Treasury. Thus these bills likely would result in in
creased expenditures, additional bureaucracy, and further burdens on al
ready over-burdened law enforcement agencies, without any effect at all on 
the crime rate. 

As between the House bill and the Senate bill, however, our Committee 
prefers the approach taken by the former•. We do not believe that. "Saturday 
night special" legislation is desirable or helpful, while the establishment of 
the National Handgun Tracing Center will be a very valuable, if small, step 
forward. Documenting the flow of handguns in commerce is an essential step 
to effective regulation. 

We realize that banning handguns, as we propose, will not prevent all 
crime. However, much of the recent substantial increase in crime rates is re
lated to the use of handguns. In our view, banning handguns should reverse 
this trend and cause a reduction in overall crime rates with a specific reduc
tion in the more serious crimes of homicide, felonious assault and robbery. 

The suggestion that there is no connection between the ownership of guns 
and crime is, in the opinion of this Committee, contrary to the established 
facts. It is evident that the more guns that there are in circulation, the more 
opportunities there are for the criminal misuse of a gun,94 and the st~tist~cs 
bear this out.95 The data from urban centers shows that the substantial In

crease in private gun ownership during the Ig6o's bears a direct relation to 
the substantial increase in gun-related crimes.96 

Another argument against a prohibition on the ownership of handguns is 
that gun control deals with the symptom of crime rather than the disease.97 
To an extent this is true, since gun control will not eliminate all crime. How
ever, it is the symptom itself that is particularly in need of treatment in this 
instance. Opposition to gun control is often joined with a claim tha~ the 
proper response is longer or mandatory prison sentences for persons convicted 
of firearm crimes.98 Not only does this approach deal with the symptom of 

• See pages 2-3, supra. 



crime rather than the cause, but the possibility of longer or mandatory crimi
nal sentences affecting the gun crime rate is certainly less likely to be effec
tive than banning the private possession of handguns. 

Another argument against the prohibition involves the asserted need for 
firearms in self-defense. This is perhaps the most emotional of the issues 
raised.99 We do not see that the proper response to crime in our society is to 
have each citizen arm himself, and in effect to encourage vigilantism. We do 
not believe that either a "High Noon" or a "Death Wish" philosophy is a 
proper social response to the threat of crime_lOO 

The potential presence of firearms has not been effective in deterring 
crime. A gun kept in the home is far more likely to be used on a family mem
ber, and constitutes little or no deterrence to burglary or robbery. The ordi
nary citizen is likely to wind up seriously injured by provoking a shoot-out 
with an armed criminal.101 In a shoot-out in a place of business, a store 
owner has a so% chance of being killed.102 Moreover, even if "self-defense" 
of this kind were deemed proper, there is no reason why handguns are neces
sary. Many police departments have settled on the shotgun as the most effec
tive defense against a potentially lethal assault.l03 

The assertion that a prohibition on handguns is but a first step in the 
elimination of all firearms is in our opinion simply an emotional argument. 
There are ample bases for drawing distinctions between handguns and long 
guns, including the constitutional arguments, the physical characteristics of 
each and the actual statistics concerning criminal misuse. 

In making our recommendations, we do not expect that all handguns will 
be eliminated overnight or that all gun-related crime will instantly cease. 
What we do expect is that, over a period of time, the continued depletion 
of the supply of handguns will cause a reduction in the amount of gun
related crime, so that we should see substantial reduction in the crime rates. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated in this report, we think the time has come for Con
gress to legislate a ban on the private ownership of handguns.104 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 14, 1976 

MEMORANDUM FOR: PHIL BUCHEN 

FROM: KEN LAZARUS~ 
SUBJECT: Gun Control Legislation 

As you know, the House Judiciary Committee yesterday voted 
20-12 to report out a gun control bill. Although copies of the 
actual text of the bill are not yet available, reports would indicate 
that the measure tracks quite closely the Administration's 
proposal. In this regard, note: 

• "Saturday Night Special" ban. The Administration 
bill prohibited the manufacture, sale or transfer of these 
weapons. The House bill only proscribes manufacture, 
thus allowing commerce in existing weapons. The 
definitions of ''Saturday Night Special" are both 
derived from the language of the 1968 Act prohibiting the 
importation of certain handguns. 

· License Fees. The House bill would also 
raise dealers' fees but the rates are not as high 
as those proposed by the Administration. 

• Miscellaneous Provision. Provisions of the House 
bill duplicate the President's bill in several respects 
including: (a) mandatory incarceration upon conviction 
of an offense involving a handgun; (b) a 14-day waiting 
period in handgun purchases to allow authorities to 
check for a criminal record; and (c) a prohibition on 
bulk sales. 
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On balance, the House bill would appear to be less restrictive than 
the Administration bill. However, I assume it will nonetheless 
be strongly opposed by the NRA and its supporters. 

Politically, the action of the House Judiciary Committee was, of 
course, unfortunate in coming at this time. Earlier, the President 
had the best of both worlds on the issue of gun control. His 
legislative initiative appeared to satisfy the anti-gun forces while 
the lack of any congressional action tempered the reaction of the 
pro-gun lobby. 

It would, indeed, be unfortunate if the President were to bear the 
wrath of the NRA during the upcoming primaries in Texas and the 
southern states. On the other hand, it would also be unwise to 
overreact to the problem. Thus,· for as long as possible we 
should attempt to avoid heating up this issue. Our position should 
note that the President's position on gun legislation is a matter 
of public record and that other legislative proposals will be con
sidered in due course. 

The best we can hope for politically is the bill will not be cleared 
by the Rules Committee and final House action will not occur until 
next month, thus allowing the President to get through the key 
primaries without suffering any strongly adverse consequences 
on this issue. Obviously, however, Reagan will attempt to use the 
threat of legislation to highlight his own opposition to any meaningful 
gun control legislation and this could have real utility in Texas and 
the deep south. 

This problem should be considered in depth during the Easter 
recess. 




